ROBERTSONS

Robertsons provides innovative, customised wall
and floor solutions to help architects, designers,
builders and homeowners meet the challenges
of the built environment.
Our founder, Peter Robertson, ran the
highly-regarded Daniel Robertson brick and
paving business for over 25 years. With
a continuous family history in Australia of
over 160 years in the Australian building
products industry, Peter saw a real need
for innovative building products and façade
systems that deliver exceptional solutions
to contemporary building design ideas.
What sets us apart is the unique nature,
breadth and quality of the products and
facade systems we supply, their flexibility
to adapt to your project’s requirements,
and the personalised service and proven
expertise we bring to develop the best
solution for you.
And we’re continuously developing
existing products and sourcing new
products and façade systems, both
locally and internationally.
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Robertson Building Products, Robertson
Façade Systems, Rhodes Architectural
Stone and RobCOMB supply high quality,
innovative building products and systems
that are a cut above. Enabling our
customers’ projects to turn heads and stand
out from the crowd.

OUR
SOLUTIONS
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Robertsons brings together a complementary suite
of building products and façade systems to support
construction companies, developers, architects,
contractors and engineers.
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A building products innovator, Robertson’s Building
Products works in partnership with architects, designers,
builders and homeowners, transforming their visions
into practical, high quality, award-winning designs, and
creating leading edge projects in their field.

ROBERTSON’S
BUILDING
PRODUCTS
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At Robertson’s Building Products one size
never fits all. We source and supply the
best solution to meet your needs. This
may be matching previously manufactured
bricks, or sourcing new bricks, brick tiles,
textured clay pavers, stone facing tiles,
textured or glazed clay tiles, or custom
made bricks.
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THIN BRICK TILES

Robertson’s Building Products’ thin brick tiles are a
versatile option for your next building project. You can
use them for internal or external walls, floors or paving
and they work in perfect complement with our brick
inlay system. All you have to do is choose the colour
you like, and we will custom make a blend to meet your
requirements.
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BRICKS

We supply a wide range of high quality bricks, both
locally and internationally sourced. What sets our bricks
apart is their unique range of colours, wide variations in
textures and the handmade bricks that we offer. And our
product range keeps growing - we continually develop
existing products and source new, unique products for
your next project.
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BRICKS

Petersen Tegl bricks
Robertson’s Building Products is the sole
Australian distributor for Petersen Tegl bricks.
Petersen Tegl is a world renowned Danish
brickworks that crafts brick in an extensive
range of colours, sizes and textures. The
Kolumba range was created in collaboration
with Peter Zumthor. Often products are
hand made for special projects, where work
is carried out in close co-operation with
architects or clients.
Krause bricks
Krause bricks offers a locally made product.
Using traditional methods Krause Bricks
manufactures a beautifully crafted range of
wire-cut and pressed bricks. Colours range
from vivid reds, blues and earthy warm tones
to creams and light greys.
European bricks
We offer a variety of European bricks
including glazed bricks and a range of
monochromatic colours. Their longer, lower
profile provides a different aesthetic to
traditional brick and many advantages. For
instance, while the deep, dark hues of Regaliz
and Griz are rarely achieved without glazing,
the Blanco is considered the whitest brick
in Europe. They are hard fired, low porosity,
stain resistant brick. And the metallic glazed
bricks can be supplied with a textured surface
adding interest and diffusing light.
For more information, please visit:
www.robertsons.net.au/bricks
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PAVING

Our contemporary paving solutions range from clay brick
facing tiles, to natural stone pavers and durable porcelain
tiles. In fact, our newest range of porcelain stoneware is
a highly versatile, high performance stoneware available
in a wide range of colours, sizes, thicknesses and finishes.
And the tiles are easily applied with adhesive, on sand or
gravel, on pedestals or with an innovative e-deck system.
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Robertson Façade Systems offers clever ways to quickly
and efficiently create a decorative concrete façade with
a striking, contemporary design. Whether you’re after a
traditional brick look, stone or a textured effect, we have
the right solution for you.

ROBERTSON
FACADE
SYSTEMS
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Robertson Façade Systems help you
maximise design impact, minimise installation
time and cost, and delivers a stand-out result
that’s guaranteed to turns heads.
Our façade system is the perfect complement
to Robertson’s Building Products’ thin brick
tiles, including the Rustic, Smooth Pressed,
Glazed and Stone Brick Facing Tile range.
This offers you a complete, innovative thin
brick solution.
For more information, please visit:
www.robertsonfacades.com.au
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OUR FACADES

Our thin brick inlay system involves laying thin bricks or
stone of varying sizes into precast concrete to quickly
achieve the look and feel of a traditional brick, stone
or texturised wall. Plus you enjoy all the efficiencies of
precast concrete – reduced cost and installation time,
easier site management and an innovative, contemporary
wall solution.
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Rhodes Architectural Stone offers high quality, natural
stone, handcrafted to your needs. You simply choose the
stone and its size, and select from our range of finishes and
textures to suit the end use – whether it’s a modern, more
traditional or reclaimed natural stone you’re seeking.

ARCHITECTURAL STONE

RHODES
ARCHITECTURAL
STONE
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OUR STONE

What really sets us apart is our unique process, blending
modern execution and delivery with ancient artisan
craftsmanship. And, we deliver a complete stone solution to
site. All natural stone pieces are cut to size before shipping,
meaning reduced stone wastage, reduced installation time
and faster completion of your project.
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For more images of our stone or for details
of our unique process, please visit:
www.rhodes-stone.com

RHODES ARCHITECTURAL STONE
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RobCOMB is the exclusive distributor of ALLCOMB in
Australia and New Zealand, supplying quality, reinforced
lightweight honeycomb panel solutions and panel
cladding systems for internal and external applications.

ROBCOMB

Our honeycomb is manufactured using
progressive technologies. It is watertight,
non-combustible, stable and incredibly
durable. Plus our stone honeycomb weighs a
fraction of traditional stone cladding. Best of
all, our honeycomb panels come in a variety
of finishes: brick, porcelain, marble, granite,
sandstone, limestone, onyx and slate.
What’s more, the aluminium can be coated
in polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) resin, a
specialty thermoplastic fluoropolymer, which
has been used in applications requiring
high strength with chemical, stain and fade
resistance.

ROBCOMB
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OUR PRODUCTS

STONE HONEYCOMB PANELS
Our lightweight stone honeycomb panels
attach a thin piece of natural stone
veneer (around 3-6mm thick) to a special
aluminium honeycomb backing panel.
They are vacuum bonded with industrial
grade epoxies, under high temperature
and pressure. This provides incredible
strength and durability.
BRICK HONEYCOMB PANELS
BrickCOMBTM is our new product,
combining the strength and flexibility of
honeycomb panels with the look of real
brick, for multiple applications.
PORCELAIN HONEYCOMB PANELS
Large format ceramic porcelain panels
(up to 100 x 300cm) provide a beautiful
fade and stain resistant solution, with
the underlying strength of an aluminium
honeycomb structure.
HONEYCOMB PRODUCTS
RobCOMB offers a range of honeycomb
products from energy absorbers and
stainless steel honeycomb, to honeycomb
ventilation panels and aluminium
honeycomb.
For more images of our honeycomb
panels, please visit:
www.robcomb.com.au
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CONTACT

For further information please visit
web robertsons.net.au
call +61 3 8199 9599
email sales@robertsons.co

web robertsonfacades.com.au
call +61 3 8199 9599
email facades@robertsons.co

web robcomb.com.au
call +61 3 8199 9599
email robcomb@robertsons.co

web rhodes-stone.com
call +61 3 8199 9555
email rhodes@robertsons.co
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